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A letter from Kim & Katie

DIOSA designs Inc. is a company that designs women’s multi-

functioning, fashionable and sustainable backpacks & carryall

bags customized for women and those who want to share a

women's experience. This concept was created when CEO, Kim

Hickman, along with her daughter Katie Thompson Co-Founder

and Partnerships Manager, decided there wasn’t an ‘almost’

perfect woman’s carry bag, especially a backpack. Most

backpacks were masculine, offered limited space and certainly

were not versatile. As well the concept of being a business with

a social conscience was even more appealing. Kim had many

ties with Guatemala and had a past of supporting a school’s

education program by building extra classrooms for Melody

School (with her business, Give Get Go, a voluntourism company),

located in Chimaltenango (outside Guatemala City).

Kim and Katie visited women weavers and decided to partner

with empowerment centres. She saw an opportunity to support

women two-fold:

1) Employ local women weavers to create hand woven, one-of a

    kind luggage tag (and other accessories) to go with the backpack.

2) Support a women’s empowerment centre, where the women

    weavers and other talented Guatemalan women have an

    opportunity to enhance their skills, keep traditional back-strap

    weaving alive and be a part of an enterprise environment.

This organization can help women support their families

financially through the sales of their products.

By donating 2% of annual sales, 1% to Women and 1% to the Planet,

this is the foundation for DIOSA’s core values:

Women-Helping-Women-Globally.

We are devoted to lightening the load for a better globe

and its citizens through down-to-earth, sustainable fashion.

DIOSA aims to craft our products with only the least harmful

practices to alleviate our ecological footprint while

striving for a world where every woman and girl has

access to economic prosperity and financial independence.

OUR
COMMITMENT

Since our inception, DIOSA has strived for continuous

growth  in our sustainability and social conscious

efforts. Over the past two years we have

committed ourselves to learning and

adapting in order to achieve our goal of

alleviating our contribution of

environmental damage caused by the

fashion industry while striving for a

world of equal rights for women.

More importantly, we have

committed ourselves to

action in pursuing our

goals, dedicating ourselves

to an in-house policy of

1% for Women and aiming

to become a member of

1% for the Planet by 2021. 

EDUCATING TO
ALLEVIATE POVERTY

In line with DIOSA’s commitment to advancing women’s independence both socially and financially, we

recognize the importance that education plays. That’s why we dedicated ourselves to My Melody

School, a non-profit organization working to educate the children of Guatemala.

Through providing financial support,together we hope to help raise every child out of poverty.

DIOSA has implemented an in-house policy of

1% for Women. This commitment is our way of

allocating 1% of DIOSA’s annual sales towards

initiatives that are aligned with DIOSA’s values.

Through the contribution of both financial and

social resources, we’re dedicated to working

with organizations around the world that strive

towards DIOSA’s vision of a better world for

women everywhere.

ONE PERCENT FOR

We understand that there will always be

room to grow in sustainability efforts, but

that doesn’t stop us from doing what we

can, where we can. Our entire Maya

Collection was crafted with an inner lining

made partially from recycled plastic water

bottles. We’ve also aimed to reduce waste

through using packaging made mainly

from recycled or compostable materials.

The backpack itself is packaged into a

reusable protector bag, to reduce the

amount of plastic polybags used in typical

shipping methods.

DIOSA committed to creating cruelty free products that minimize its negative impacts during each step

of production. Our entire Maya Collection was designed using only vegan leather, ensuring no animals

were harmed during the curation of the product and that our manufacturers weren’t subjected

to the often highly-toxic chemicals used in traditional leather making methods. We understand, however,

that science has allowed for magnificent alternatives to become even more sustainable; that’s why

one of our goals for 2021 is to research and implement a plant-based material for our bags.

WOMEN HELPING
WOMEN GLOBALLY

OUR MISSION

DOWN TO
EARTH

Read how we’re changing the world one backpack at a time here.

SUPPORTING INDIGENOUS
MAYAN WOMEN

If you read our history, you’ll quickly understand how Guatemala is deeply embedded in

DIOSA’s purpose and how it continues to inspire us to become a business for good.

Because of this, we’ve been working with an organization of women weavers, Cojolya,

located in the small Mayan village of Atitlan. Here, we work with women as they practice

their long-standing practise of handweaving to create beautiful pieces for DIOSA.

Each purchase from our line of custom designs are completely fair trade and

support the financial advancement of Mayan women in Guatemala,

while also supporting the continuation of an important cultural tradition.

DIOSA
FOR GOOD

Growth comes from the inside.

As representatives for DIOSA, we want to practice what we value.

That’s why our team holds monthly challenges to push for constant growth and learning as individuals.

From cleaning up our neighbourhoods to choosing new sustainability goals,

we aim to represent the good in the world that DIOSA strives for.

CRUELTY
FREE


